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FearBusters 

Week 1 

Elementary School 

Large Group 

Week 1 – Elementary 
Large Group Script 

 
Need to Know 
Bust Fear with Prayer!  

 

Bible Story 
Jesus Teaches on Prayer 

Psalm 34:4 & Luke 11:1-13 
 

Reference Verse 
“I prayed to the Lord and He answered me.  He freed me from all my fears.”  

Psalm 34:4 
 

Characters: 
 

 MOE WRIGHT – An engineer who joined the FearBusters business to help build contraptions that 

would bust fears.  Moe tends to just rush in and start on his/her projects without fully thinking 

about it.  However, Moe is always FULLY confident in the contraptions, his/her smartness, and 

having great hair. 
 

 NIC KNACK – A monster movie script writer who has special expertise on fears.  He/she joined the 

FearBusters to help teach about different fears and communicate with the monsters who call 

in.  Nic is more hesitant to try Moe’s contraptions, works great with his/her hands, and has a 

horrible time working with technology. 
 

 Keeley (video character) 
 

 Shawn (video character) 
 

 The Professor (video character) 
 

Props: 
 

 Package – in mailbox on stage; has paper and top paper in it 
 

 Water – offstage 
 

 Snake Food 

 

PLAY pre-reel music in iTunes 
 

FIRE: FB_ES_LG_Counter 
 

     AUTO ADVANCE: FB_ES_LG_Logo w/ Teaching Music 

 

Worship leader(s) take stage. 

 

LIGHTS AT 100% 

 

WORSHIP LEADER 

What is up everybody?!?!  I’m so glad you’re here for the first day of our new 

series, FearBusters!  We are using the Bible to bust different fears we might 
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have.  To get us warmed up, I’m going to teach you a brand new song that ties 

into our Memory Verse this series! 

 

Hey! We’re not scared (Punch right fist up, fist pump) 

We’re set free from our fears (fist pump) 

Hey! We’re not scared (Punch right fist up, fist pump) 

We’re set free from our fears (fist pump) 

 

I think you’ve got it!  Let me get everyone standing up.  Let’s count it down and 

sing this song!  3…2…1…. 

 

LIGHTS DOWN 
 

FIRE: FB_ES_LG_Song_Fearless 
 

     AUTO ADVANCE: FB_ES_LG_Logo w/ Teaching Music 
 

LIGHTS AT 100% 

 

WORSHIP LEADER 

Awesome job!  If you remember the lyrics to the song, what can free us from all 

our fears?  (Praying) 

 

We’ll learn more about that at the end of Large Group, but for now, let’s meet 

Moe and Nic and see what FearBusters is all about! 

 

Everyone to count down with me as loud as you can!  3…2…1…ACTION! 

 

Worship leader(s) exit. 

 

LIGHTS DOWN 
 

FIRE: FB_ES_LG_Opener 
 

     AUTO ADVANCE: FB_ES_LG_Logo w/ Acting Music 
 

LIGHTS AT 100% 

 

 

ACT ONE: Meet the FearBusters 

 
NIC enters, as if this is just another normal workday.  He/she is wearing lab coat and nametag. 

 

NIC 
Ahhhhh…yes.  Another day of work at FearBusters.  (Looking around) And, as 

usual, Moe is late.  At least I know I can always rely on Steve.  (Goes over to 

aquarium and feeds pet snake using Snake Food, talks to Steve) How’re you 

doing today, Steve?  Doin’ good? 

 

MOE enters, wearing lab coat and nametag.  He/she is clearly rushing because he/she is running late. 

 

MOE 

(Seeing Nic) Talking to the snake again, are we Nic? 
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NIC 

Well I wouldn’t have to talk to the snake if SOMEONE would show up for work on 

time! 

 

MOE 

(Dramatic) No.  You don’t understand.  Let me explain.  So you know how my hair 

always looks perfect? 

 

NIC 

(Confused) Uhhhhh...? 

 

MOE 

Exactly. Well this morning, I woke up and… (Dramatic pause)…I had a hair out of 

place!!!!!!!!!!! 

 

NIC 

(Deep gasp in, sarcastic)NOOO! Not one hair! What did you do? 

 

MOE 

(Not catching sarcasm, continues, overdramatic) I worked for at least an hour 

using all my different hair gels.  I even tried using toothpaste at one 

point.  Nothing worked, so I finally had to cut the hair completely off!  I mean, 

come ON!  You would think that as an engineer, it would be easier for me to 

engineer the perfect hairstyle. 

 

NIC 

(Trying to move on) Sounds rather traumatic.  Are you ready to work now? 

 

MOE 

(Feeling better) You know, maybe it would help to focus on something else.  

 

NIC 

Great!  Let’s see if we’ve if got anything in our mailbox.  

 

 

ACT TWO: Bible Story 
 

MOE 

(Checking mailbox) Look!  We got a package! 

 

NIC 

YES!!!!  Let’s open it!  

 

MOE 

(Taking package out of mailbox) Oh wow!  It’s so heavy! (Opening package) 

Woah. That’s a lot of paper. (Pulls out top paper) It’s a letter!  It says, (Reading 

from paper) “Dear FearBusters, I need your help.  I have a LOT of fears. I’ve 

included a full list of everything I’m afraid of. Can you help me bust my fears?” 

 

NIC 

What are some of the fears in the letter? 
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MOE starts reading off the paper.  As he/she is reading, he/she will pull out the roll of paper and walk in 

circles around NIC, wrapping NIC up in the roll of paper. 

 

MOE 

Let’s see…there’s a fear of spiders, snakes, cafeteria food, homework, big dogs, 

little dogs, yellow dogs, black dogs, smelly tennis shoes, cell phones, 

heights...(Keep reading until Nic is well wrapped up) 

 

NIC 

(Interrupting) Hey, Moe!  Time out!  You wrapped me up in that huge list!  I need 

you to free me from all of these fears! 

 

MOE 

(Starts running in the reverse rotation to get papers unwound from Nic) Oh! Sorry 

about that! You know, this is a lot of fears for us to bust right here in our lab.  I feel 

like we might need some backup on this one. 

 

NIC 

I couldn’t agree with you more.  I say we call in the field team and let them have 

a look at this.  

 

MOE 

(Going to computer) Good idea.  I’ll get them on my computer.  (Handing Nic 

the package with papers) You take this to the field team so they can take a look 

at it. 

 

NIC leaves carrying package.  While he/she is offstage, spray face with water as if sweating.  He/she 

stays offstage until hearing the video say “Ahem, are you boys ready now?”  Leave package OFFSTAGE. 

 

MOE (cont’d) 

(Working on computer) Let’s see who’s out in the field today. (Typing) Great! 

They’re all there. We’ve got Keeley – she’s our awesome fire chick! 

 

And Shawn, who takes care of all the logistics involved. 

 

Of course, we have The Professor.  I really wonder about him.  Like what is his real 

name?  Is he really a professor?   

 

Looks like the connection is a little slow today...(waiting)...there we go!  

 

LIGHTS DOWN 
 

FIRE: FB_ES_Wk1_LG_Bible Story 

 

KEELEY 

Hey Moe! It definitely sounds like you need some help busting that whole list of 

fears.  We’re here to help in any way we can. Or, at least, I am.  Now if I could just 

find the rest of my team… 

 

 

 

SHAWN 
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The safety mat for the fall was exactly on target. 6 feet across and 5 feet wide, 

my calculations were perfect! Oh hey, Keeley, The Professor and I were just 

practicing the safety fall and well…Professor? Professor? 

 

THE PROFESSOR 

Uh that’s gonna leave a bruise in the morning. Shawn, I think your measurements 

were a little off. 

 

SHAWN 

My measurements were exact…it was your last minute triple corkscrew backflip 

that I wasn’t counting on!! Apply cold and direct pressure.   

 

KEELEY 

Ahem….are you boys ready now?  

 

SHAWN 

Oh of course. We’ve got the package right here! Ahhhhhhhhh!!! 

 

KEELEY 

Whoa! That’s a whole lotta fear in there Guys, huddle up! 

 

ALL THREE 

Time to bust!!  

 

THE PROFESSOR 

Alright Shawn, let’s get the secret weapon.  

 

KEELEY 

Hmmmm, with this big list of fears we have our work cut out for us. Please bring 

forth the BOX O’ BOOM! 

 

THE PROFESSOR 

You know, the best way to bust ALL of your fears is by praying. 

 

SHAWN 

That’s correct, the one and only answer to this dilemma is to pray. When we have 

fear and we attach prayer onto the fear, that fear, no matter how big, doesn’t 

stand a chance! 

 

KEELEY 

Before we show you what prayer DOES, we’re gonna talk about HOW to pray. 

 

THE PROFESSOR 

Jesus tells us exactly how to pray in the Bible, and here’s what He says to do: 

 

SHAWN 

When you pray, the first thing you’ve got to do is tell God you love him, and ask 

him for what you need. Let’s say you’re afraid of this spider, your prayer could go 

a little something like this… 

 

THE PROFESSOR 

Dear God, I love you so much, please help me to not to have fear of this spider.   
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KEELEY 

Fear. Prayer. Into the Box O’ Boom!  

 

SHAWN 

The next thing to do when you pray is to ask God to forgive us for the wrong 

things we have done. 

 

THE PROFESSOR 

And also pray and ask God to help us forgive people who did wrong things to us!  

 

SHAWN 

You mean kinda like when I forgave The Professor that time he spilled sour milk in 

my brand new sneakers? All for his “4 Day Old Curdled Milk Experiment of 2013.”  

 

KEELEY 

Exactly! Into the Box O’ Boom!  

 

THE PROFESSOR 

The last thing we do when we pray is to ask God to help us do what’s right. 

 

SHAWN 

Like not cheating on a test, I have a fear of tests. I have what one might call “Test 

Anxiety”. But if I pray that God will help me do what’s right, I can bust that fear, 

decide not to cheat and just study the best I can! 

 

KEELEY 

Exactly! Fear, prayer, I bet you know where this goes? Into the Box O’ Boom! 

 

THE PROFESSOR 

Let’s just throw all of this into there ‘cause there isn’t one thing on this list that you 

CAN’T pray about. 

 

KEELEY 

Prepare the Box O’ Boom!  

 

So another thing about prayer, Jesus said to be brave and don’t give up when 

you pray, don’t just pray once about your fear, keep asking God to help you!  

God’s love is SO big and He wants the very best for us! 

 

THE PROFESSOR 

It’s ready, it’s ready!!! 

 

SHAWN 

My calculations are complete and the Box O’ Boom is secure. 

 

KEELEY 

Now here comes my specialty. Shawn, hand me the remote, please. Time to FIRE 

it up! 

3….2….1! 
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As you can see, when you pray, no fear is too big to be BUSTED. So you know 

what that means.....FEAR BUSTED!!!  

 

     AUTO ADVANCE: FB_ES_LG_Logo w/ Acting Music 
 

LIGHTS AT 100% 

 

MOE 

THAT was really cool!  So with the research the field team told us, it sounds like 

that huge list of fears should all be bustable by praying about them.  But let’s 

check to be sure.  I think I remember a few from the list we got earlier. 

 

(Remembering from the list) What about the fear of falling down the stairs at 

school?  

 

NIC 

You betcha!  You can even watch where you’re going by keeping your eyes 

open while you pray.  As you walk down the stairs, hold on to the railing and pray 

to God asking Him to keep you safe. 

 

MOE 

(Reading from list) What if you’re afraid that you won’t have everything you 

need?  

 

NIC 

Praying can even bust that fear.  You can start by thanking God for what He has 

given you.  Then, you can ask God for the other things you need.  Just trust that 

God knows what is best for you and that He will help. 

 

 

ACT THREE: Enter Bigfoot 
 

MOE 

I’m starting to notice a pattern.  No matter what your fears are, you can always 

bust them by praying. 

 

NIC 

I picked up on that pattern, too.  

 

MOE 

(Hesitant) But you know that I’m an engineer, and engineers like running tests, so 

let’s test our pattern on one more fear to see if it can be busted too!  

 

NIC 

Let’s do it! 

 

FIRE: FB_ES_Wk1_LG_Incoming Call Screen w/ Phone Ring 

 

MOE 

(Putting phone on speaker) Hello?  FearBusters hotline. 

 

FIRE: FB_ES_Wk1_LG_Bigfoot 1 
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BIGFOOT 
Yes, hello.  This is Bigfoot and I’m calling in to see if you guys could help me bust 

one of my fears. 

 

NIC 

I’m sorry…I must have been hearing things.  Did you say that you were Bigfoot? 
 

FIRE: FB_ES_Wk1_LG_Bigfoot 2 

 

BIGFOOT 
I did say that.  It might be hard to hear me.  I’m calling from a cell phone I found 

in the woods.  I wanted to call you because I have a fear of people taking my 

picture.  I seem to always be having a bad hair day and it’s one of my greatest 

fears that someone is going to catch it on camera!  I mean, do you KNOW how 

hard it is to find decent hair products out in the woods?  And I have hair all over 

my body.  How am I supposed to style the hair on my back?  It’s impossible to 

reach!  Plus, those cameras are so harsh these days.  People can zoom in to a 

picture and have evidence of my bad hair day! 

 

     AUTO ADVANCE: FB_ES_LG_Connected Call Screen w/ Acting Music 

 

MOE 

I feel ya there, big guy.  I was having one of those days today.  Maybe we should 

swap hairstyle ideas later. 

 

NIC 

Yeah, yeah, let’s get on to the fear.  Bigfoot, you’re afraid of people taking 

pictures because of your bad hair? 

 

MOE 

Ok, let’s go over what we’ve learned today in the lab.  When you’re afraid, you 

should pray and ask God to help you with your fear.  When you do that, no fear 

can stand up to the power of prayer!!  

 

NIC 

It’s true, Bigfoot.  That’s the only way to bust your fears for sure!  We guarantee 

prayer will work!  Thanks for calling!  And let us know if we can help you again! 

 

MOE 

(Interrupting) Before you go, let me give you an idea on the hairstyle front.  A 

stray hair might have set me back today, but I am usually a pretty good match 

against bad hair days.  Let me tell you about this awesome product I found. It’s 

called waterless peanut butter shampoo.  That’s right.  Peanut butter.  Put some 

of that stuff in your hair without even taking a shower and you will have some 

shiny locks by the time you’re done!  I hope that helps! (Taking phone off speaker) 

 

FIRE: FB_ES_LG_Logo w/ Acting Music 

 

NIC 

Well that was different!  We’ve never gotten a call or letter or anything from 

someone who wasn’t human!  
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MOE 

I guess that just goes to show that everyone has fears…not just people.  And it’s a 

good thing we have all your monster knowledge from all those monster movies 

you used to make.  Bigfoot might go tell his friends about our business. 

 

NIC 

Fear busting never sleeps, my friend.  There are always new fears to 

bust!  Speaking of which, I’d say we busted Bigfoot’s fear of having his picture 

taken.  So I guess that means Fear…BUSTED!  (Hits Fear Busted Button) 

 

FIRE: FB_ES_LG_FearBUSTED w/ SFX 
 

     AUTO ADVANCE: FB_ES_LG_Logo w/ Acting Music  

 

MOE 

Fear busting might not ever sleep, but I definitely do!  I think it’s time for me to 

take a little nap.  Battling that stray hair wore me out today! 

 

NIC 

Oh, brother!  It couldn’t have been THAT crazy!  But while you go take a nap, I 

think I might head over to help the field team clean up from that huge 

explosion.  (High fives Moe) Great fear busting today! 

 

MOE 

I know, right?!  I can’t wait to see what kind of fears we get to bust tomorrow! 

 

MOE and NIC exit. 

 

LIGHTS DOWN 
 

FIRE: FB_ES_LG_Logo w/ Teaching Music 
 

LIGHTS AT 100% 
 

Worship leaders take stage 
 

 

WORSHIP/WRAP UP 
 

WORSHIP LEADER 

That was so crazy!  Moe and Nic worked together with the field team to bust all of 

those fears!  Let’s do a quick recap to review. 
 

 What was Bigfoot afraid of? (Getting his picture taken) 
 

 How did the FearBusters say that Bigfoot could bust his fear? (Pray!) 
 

 Can we pray too, when we are afraid? (Yes!)  

 

Great job!  Now, we’re going to play a game that will lead us to what we Need 

to Know today.  The professor will have three cups.  Underneath one of these 

cups is a ball.  Follow the cup with the ball and then try to guess where the ball is 

at the end!  Ready?  3…2…1…GO! 

 

FIRE: FB_ES_Wk1_LG_N2K Game 
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     AUTO ADVANCE: FB_ES_Wk1_LG_N2K w/ Teaching Music 

 

Let me get everyone to stand up and say this with me: Bust Fear with Prayer! 

 

Optional Motions: Bust Fear (pound fists) with Prayer! (fold hands like praying) 

 

FIRE: FB_ES_LG_Logo w/ Teaching Music 

 

WORSHIP LEADER 

We learned so much today about how to bust our fears!  I hope everyone 

remembers to PRAY when you are afraid.  This week, if you find yourself getting 

afraid at all, remember to pray!   

 

(Dismiss kids) 
 

FIRE: FB_ES_LG_Outro 

 


